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Abstract

This article outlines some of the key insights gained from 30 years of personal involvement with NHS Trusts in tackling bullying and harassment. It seems more pertinent than ever to raise the critical importance played by managers in stopping this most malevolent of issues. Failing to do so will foreshadow even greater problems for managers, leaders, the wider NHS workforce and ultimately patients. We begin with some case illustrations gathered from our work in different NHS Trusts. These illustrate why managers need to be attuned to some of the underlying causes as to why bullying and harassment flourishes in the NHS.
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Some cases in point

In maternity Julie sips her cup of tea alone. Her colleagues make tea for each other but never ask Julie if she would like a cuppa. She feels lonely and isolated but can’t leave because her partner’s job keeps them in the locality. Over in Emergency, Billy is new – in week 8 of his job. Billy is an admin assistant on an apprenticeship pathway and his manager says: “Alice isn’t in today, so I want you take over the reception desk”. Billy explains that he hasn’t done this before but his manager shouts “We don’t have time to talk about it, just get out there now!”. Colleagues look at Billy but say nothing. Six weeks later Billy resigns.

Jonathan is a Consultant and has worked in the NHS for over 25 years doing a job he loves. However, the behaviours towards him from one or two of his fellow consultants leave him feeling demeaned and with thoughts of suicide, something he later attempts. Their undermining of his competence, questioning of his commitment and constant attempts at side-lining him in favour of a junior, less experienced doctor, lead him to quit. Out on the road, paramedic Sue is 10 hours into her 12-hour shift. She is praying that her shift ends on time as she has promised her twins she will be there for their big performance in the school play; then the call comes for an urgent patient transfer to a specialist hospital two hours away. This will be her 12th over-run out of 14 shifts and she knows if this continues her relationship with her family will be in jeopardy. Three months later Sue leaves for a job in a GP practice.
Understanding Bullying & Harassment

Readers may interpret that these four illustrations, taken from real interviews with NHS staff, hardly constitute the typical portrayal of a bullying scenario. But what is bullying and harassment? Why are these issues such a problem in the NHS? Who is at fault and what can we do about them? A starting point is the question used in the annual survey to NHS staff which states, ‘In the last 12 months have you personally experienced harassment, bullying or abuse at work from’ and includes three response possibilities: a) patients/service users, their relatives or members of the public; b) managers; or c) other colleagues. Immediately the respondent to the survey has to interpret for themselves what bullying, harassment and abuse mean and, having done so, respond accordingly. Some months later, the individual NHS organisation obtains their institution’s results and finds 25% (typically) reporting bullying or harassment (NHS, 2017 staff survey). But which is it? Bullying? Harassment? Abuse? Or all three? Equally important is that the organisation has no idea what lies behind their results. What it does know is that 13% emanate from managers, 18% from co-workers and 28% by patients/their relatives (2017 NHS Staff Survey). This locates the result clearly as a manager problem, regardless of perpetrator. Research shows that when survey respondents are given a definition of bullying, incidence rates on average fall by around 7% compared to studies where no definition is given (Nielsen, et al. 2010).

Bullying is best understood as repeated negative behaviour where the individual recipient neither wants what is happening to them, nor is able to defend themselves from it. Bullying causes distress, offence and humiliation (Einarsen, et al. 2011). Each NHS organisation will have its own policy on bullying and harassment and most will follow best practice guidelines
aligned typically to definitions provided by organisations like Acas. In our experience, bullying policies can be lengthy, complex and difficult to follow and for some staff, off-putting simply by having to digest and understand them. Take for example the case of Billy above. Would a young apprentice be confident to access, interpret and deploy the actions expected of a policy? Unlikely. Would Julie risk her job by exploring the policy to see if it covers feeling isolated and left out of the tea break round? Also, unlikely. As such, policy has its place (see Rayner and Lewis, 2011) but it is one tool in the armoury for tackling bullying. Similarly, our experience shows that many NHS Trusts favour a process of grievance raising by staff (generally as individuals) who may feel bullied. This is not helpful for the majority of staff who are simply unable to affect a grievance, particularly if this is against a manager or a senior medical colleague, because of the potential consequences of doing so.

A major problem facing NHS organisations is understanding the behaviours that lie behind bullying and harassment (BMA, 2018). Previous research has shown that health and social care as a work sector suffers from a spectrum of 21 inappropriate behaviours classified into 3 sub-groups: unreasonable management pressures; incivility and disrespect behaviours and violence/injury (Fevre, et al., 2012). Globally, nursing (and midwifery) has been shown to be dogged by bullying (Blackwood, et al., 2017; Hartin et al., 2018) but bullying is also prevalent amongst doctors (Quine, 2002; BMA, 2018) and dentists (Steadman et al., 2009). As previously reported, most parts of the NHS system are affected by bullying (Illing, et al. 2013) and recent estimates have conservatively costed bullying and harassment at £2.28 Billion per annum (Kline and Lewis, 2018).
So, what must managers do?

A starting point for managers is to recognise that conflict is an everyday occurrence in all organisations and that bullying affects organisations of all sizes (Lewis et al., 2017) but is more prevalent as organisations get bigger and more complex (Fevre, Lewis, Robinson and Jones, 2012). Fevre et al. (2012) showed that most unreasonable treatment was attributed to managers with a lesser amount attributed to work colleagues, whereas most incivility and disrespect was equally distributed between managers and colleagues as perpetrators. Given that we know 13% of bullying in 2017 in the NHS was attributed to managers, a starting point has to be a manager’s own behaviours. Inappropriate manager behaviours can be a product of a stressful work environment where poor role clarity for employees, excessive job demands, poor management/communication around change, insufficient resources to undertake the work tasks and a lack of autonomy to get on with a job role can all contribute to feelings of bullying and/or harassment (Illing et al., 2013; Lewis, et al., 2017). Such stressful work environments are often characterised by micro-management, autocratic management styles and poor emotional intelligence by managers in spotting that things are not as they should be. A good manager would be looking at Sue, our paramedic example, and recognising the negative impacts of over-runs on her and the unsustainable nature of such expectations. If we remember that bullying is a repeated and escalating process, it follows that early intervention by managers is crucial so that relatively simple acts of incivility, such as the failure to include Julie in the tea-round, are addressed quickly. Similarly, shouting at Billy in front of colleagues and expecting him to fulfil a task for which he is unprepared, demonstrates problems of role clarity, poor communication and insufficient knowledge for Billy to execute the role.
A lack of manager support has been cited as a key stressor in British workplaces (HSE, 2017). Managers must therefore make time to explain actions, offer support to those executing them and ensure clarity of communication. This all takes time, and in the pressured environments of the NHS this may seem a luxury that managers can ill-afford. Yet we know that managers who do recognise the value in engaging their teams and being supportive reap dividends. In contrast, managers who execute laissez-faire leadership styles (Skogstad et al., 2007) by not intervening when they should or, through hoping events sort themselves out, create an image of irrational behaviour that employees simply do not understand (Fevre et al., 2012). Ignoring conflicts or hoping they go away does not work. Employees expect to be managed but presume this will be fair and transparent. All too often we hear in interviews with NHS staff that managers do not, for example, distribute leave/shifts/access to training fairly. It is essential that fairness and transparency lie at the heart of manager decision-making.

Managers must also be aware of the cultural dynamics in operation amongst their teams and between them and their teams. If incivility and disrespect is allowed to flourish unchecked, it provides a fertile environment for relatively minor acts to develop into full-blown bullying. Whilst some issues may appear initially to be indiscriminate or irregular, it is a manager’s responsibility to act swiftly and decisively so that matters cannot escalate. It is clearly in a manager’s, let alone employee’s, interest to do so, given that sickness absence, diminished productivity, employees leaving to seek other posts, as well as costs associated with grievances, employment tribunals and litigation are direct outcomes of bullying (Kline and Lewis, 2018). Buchan et al. (2017) estimated that 84,000 nurses will leave before retirement age and when combined with vacancies of 29,000 (Health Education England
2016/2017), engagement with staff to maximise retention and commitment to the NHS has never been greater. Managerial intervention is absolutely key to tackle bullying and harassment and reducing turnover. Yet, this requires skills and competencies not always inherent in those executing managerial roles; just because someone is a good clinician or administrator, it cannot be assumed that they will make a good manager.

NHS organisations must re-double their efforts to ensure they have the right managers with the right competencies and then actively support inexperienced managers by means of manager networks. This could include mentors/buddies, anonymous blogs/posted questions seeking advice, as well as more formal training in conflict management and resolution. Whilst mediation has its place in reducing conflict (Latreille and Saundry, 2015), it is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Bullying, by definition, is a repeated and escalating process. To expect someone such as Jonathan (in our example above) to sit down and mediate with colleagues that have persistently and consistently demeaned him publicly, is neither moral nor sensible and could do more harm than good. A key manager attribute is knowing which tool to deploy when.

Most targets of bullying simply want the behaviours they encounter to stop and for work to be normal and civil once again. Whilst much work has been done to improve the voice channels available to staff, partially resulting from the reports by Sir Robert Francis in 2013 and 2015, too many staff, including doctors (BMA, 2018) are fearful to speak up. However, if staff are encouraged to speak up, organisations must act and be seen to both respond to the concerns raised and protect the persons raising them. If organisations do not know of problems because staff will not speak up, problems cannot be addressed. Most Freedom to
Speak Up Guardians (FSUG) are undertaking this role alongside another. Some are more effective than others. If we want people to speak up, FSUG’s need to take a more proactive role rather than waiting for contact to be made. Opening a helpline for staff in isolation is not enough. Effective strategies to change the ‘organisational climate’ require the commitment of line managers with leadership from HR in being proactive and preventative rather than just responding to individual complaints. Finally, and crucially, the tone of the organisation is set from the Board and senior managers who lead it and staff notice the behaviours which seem to act as potential markers on how to progress careers.

Conclusions

Leading and managing by example only works when leaders and managers have the wherewithal to understand their own behaviours or are willing to be questioned if such behaviours misalign with norms. Epictetus told us two millennia ago about the value of having two ears and one mouth. Managers and leaders both in and outside of NHS organisations would do well to remember the value of listening more and speaking less.
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